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Introduction

We consider representations 03C1 : G ~ GLm(K) of finite groups G

over an algebraic number field K C  and their Chern classes ci(p) E
H2¡(G; Z), i = 1, 2,..., m; i.e., the Chern classes of the associated
(flat) complex vector bundles over the classifying space (Eilenberg-
MacLane complex) of G. Our main objective is to determine the best
universal bound EK(i) for the order of ci(p) when p ranges over all
K-representations of all finite groups G. We then apply the result to
GL(O(K)), the stable linear group over the integers of K with its

inclusion représentation in GL(K), and obtain information on the
order of the corresponding Chern classes ci E H2¡(GL(O(K)); Z).
Finally some number-theoretic properties of the EK(i) are discussed.

1: The existence of the universal bound EK(i) above is known from
the work of Grothendieck [7]. We will denote by ÉK(i) the upper
bound for EK(i) resulting from his approach. However, we determine
ÉK(i) without appealing to Grothendieck’s method: We describe, by
means of elementary character theory of finite groups, the relation-
ship between Galois operations and Adams’ tf1-operations on

representations; this yields directly the formula ci(p") = k’ci(p) for
any automorphism (y of C which acts on the n -th roots of unity by
the k-th power map (n = exponent of G). From this the prime fac-
torization of EK(1) is obtained in terms of two invariants of K (cf. [4]
where these were introduced in connection with the order of the

Euler class). In particular, for K = Q and i even = 2t, Ea(2t) is the
denominator of B2t/4t where B2~ is the 2~-th Bernoulli number
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(B2 = 1 6, B4 = 1 30, B6 = i2, ... ); the actual value of Ea(2é) is one half of
this integer, see below.

2: A lower bound EK(i) for EK(i) is easily obtained from the order
of Chern classes of K-representations of cyclic groups (cf. also Soulé
[12]); namely EK(i) = ~cm{m|~K(m) divides il where ~K(m) is the

degree of the m-th cyclotomic extension K(Çm) of K. It turns out that
ÉK(i) and EK(i) differ at most by a factor 2. They always agree if i is
odd. If i is even = 2t, one has EK(2~) = 2JjK(2é) except for those K
for which Gal(K(03B6203B2)/K) is cyclic for all 03B2; such number fields will be
called exceptional. Thus

3: There remains the task to find out, for i even = 2~ and K not

exceptional, which of the two possibilities is EK(2t). The result

depends on whether K is formally real or not (formally real fields are
not exceptional, but the converse is not true):

For K = Q this yields Ea(2t) = denominator of B2t/2t (as shown
already in [3]).
The precise result (**) depends on a careful analysis of represen-

tations over the respective fields K of 2-groups, in particular of the
generalized quaternion group of order 2/3, 03B2 ~ 3. We summarize:

THEOREM: Let K ~  be a number field. The best universal

bound for the order of the Chern classes ci(p), when p ranges over all

K-representations of all finite groups is

where EK(i) = ~cm{m |~K(m) divides i}; and EK(i) = EK(i) if i is odd,

or if i is even and K exceptional, ÉK(i) = 2EK(i) otherwise.

4: These results can, of course, be applied to the Chern class of
the inclusion of the arithmetic group GLm(6(K)) into GLm(K). We
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restrict ourselves to discussing the precise order of the corresponding
stable class ci ~ H2i(GL(O(K)); Z); namely, if i is odd or if K is not

formally real, this order is ÉK(i) = EK(i). In the remaining cases it is
either EK(i) or ËK(i) = 2EK(i), but we do not know which is correct.

5: We further investigate to what extent Eg(1) differs from ED(i)
[= 2 if i is odd, = denominator of Bi/i if i is even]. Clearly EK(i) is a

multiple of Eo(f); their p-primary parts agree in several cases, e.g., if

p does not divide the discriminant of K. For quadratic number fields
K different from Q(Y -1), Q(-2), Q(2), and Q((-1)q-1/2q), q an
odd prime, we get

EK(i) = EQ(i) if i is odd or K real,

= 2Eo(f) if i is even and K imaginary.

6: The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 1 we outline the
relation between Galois operations and 03C8k-operations in the

representation ring of a finite group G. Section 2 deals with the Galois
group of cyclotomic extensions of K (exceptional and not exceptional
fields); in particular the exponent of Gal(K(03B6p03B1)/K) is compared with
its order - they are equal if p is an odd prime, and may differ by a
factor 2 if p = 2. The upper bound ÉK(i) is discussed in Section 3, first
for p-groups and then (by a standard p-Sylow subgroup argument)
for arbitrary finite groups. Then the lower bound EK(i) is introduced
and compared with ÉK(i). In Section 4 the best bound EK(i) is
determined (see Theorem above). Application to arithmetic groups is
dealt with in Section 5, and number-theoretic results concerning the
EK(i) are established in Section 6.

1. Opérations in the représentation ring

1.1: Let G be a finite group, and R(G) its complex representation
ring; i.e., its character ring. In this section we describe the relations
between operations on R(G) arising from automorphisms of C, on the
one hand, and the t/J-operations on the other hand (cf. also [5], [6], [9],
and [10]).
Let 03C1:G~GLm(C) be a representation, Xp its character. Any

u E Aut C, the automorphism group of the field C, induces an

automorphism 03C3* of GLm() by applying a to the matrix entries. The
composition 03C3*03C1 is a representation p’ with character XPa = oX,

Applying OE to the values of a (virtual or actual) character of G thus
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defines a ring automorphism of R(G), also called "Galois action" on
R(G).
For any subfield K ~ C we consider the subgroup Gal(C/K) of

Aut C consisting of automorphisms over K. Let n be a multiple of the
exponent of G, and K(03B6n) the n -th cyclotomic extension of K (the
field obtained by adjoining to K a primitive n-th root of unity Cn); it is
a finite Galois extension with Abelian Galois group Gal(K(03B6n)/K).
Throughout Sections 1-3 we will also write Kn for K(03B6n), to simplify
notations. Since all X E R(G) have values in Kn the action of

Gal(C/K) on R(G) factors through the restriction map Gal(C/K) ~
Gal(Kn/K), which is surjective by virtue of the "isomorphism exten-
sion theorem" ([1]). Thus the (virtual) characters ~ ~ R(G) which
take their values in K are precisely those which are fixed under the
action of Gal(C/K).

1.2: We recall that the t/J-operations are defined by means of

exterior powers and "Newton polynomials" (cf. [5]): Define

NK(XI, ..., xk) E Z[x1,..., xk] by NI(xi) = xi and, for k &#x3E; 1,
Nk(x1, ..., JCk) = XINk-1 - x2Nk-2 + ... + (-1)k-2xk-1N1+ (-1)k-1kxk.
Writing s;(yl, ..., yn) for the j-th elementary symmetric function in the
indeterminates y 1, ..., yn (sj(yj,..., yn) = 0 for j &#x3E; n ), one has

Given a representation p of G of degree m, let 039Bj~03C1 be the

character of the j-th exterior power of p. Then one defines, for k ~ 1,

A simple computation now yields, for any g E G, and j ~ 1,

where wi, ..., wm E C are the eigenvalues of p(g); and thus

This operation ~03C1 ~ 03C8k~03C1 from actual to virtual characters is

obviously additive and multiplicative and can thus be extended to all
of R(G) to yield ring operations 03C8k : R(G) ~ R(G) for all k ~ 1.
The relation of these tpk with the Galois action on R(G) is now

easily obtained (cf. [9] for a different proof):

PROPOSITION 1.1: Let G be a finite group, and n a multiple of the
exponent of G. For u E Aut C choose a positive integer k such that o,
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acts on any n-th root of unity 03C9 by o-(w) = w’. Then

for all X E R(G).

PROOF: Both or and 03C8k being additive it suffices to consider an actual
character X, of a representation p : G ~ GLm(C). Let 03C91, ..., 03C9m E C be
the eigenvalues of p(g), for g E G. One has 03B4~03C1(g) = u(,wl + ··· + 03C9m) =
03C9k1 + ··· + W m = 03C8k~03C1(g) as noted above.

1.3: The positive integer k associated in Proposition 1.1 with n and
or E Aut C is, of course, prime to n and determined by or modulo n ;
and each k prime to n occurs for some a E Aut C.

Let K be a subfield of C. We look for those k which belong to
automorphisms or E Gal(C/K) C Aut C, for a fixed n. We write /-LK(n)
for the homomorphism Gal(C/K)~(Z/nZ)* which assigns to or the
class modulo n of integers k with 03C3(03C9) = w kon the n-th roots of unity
03C9. Then 03BCK(N) factors as 03BCK(n) = ÀK(n) . res, where res is the sur-

jective restriction map Gal(C/K)~Gal(Kn/K) and ÀK(n) is an

isomorphism of Gal(Kn/K) onto a subgroup im ÀK(n) of (lin Z)*. If
the residue class of an integer k is in im ÀK(n) we will say, for
simplicity, that "k is in the image of 03BBK(n)" and write k E im ÀK(n).

Since a character X E R(G) takes its values in K if and only if it is
fixed under Gal(C/K), Proposition 1.1. now yields the following result
stated for actual characters.

THEOREM 1.2: Let G be a finite group, n a multiple of its exponent,
and KCC a subfield. The character XP of p : G ~ GLm(C) takes its
values in K if and only if

for all positive k E im ÀK(n).

We may take, in particular, for K the field O(X,) obtained by
adjoining to 0 the values of a given character XP of G. We then get

COROLLARY 1.3: Let G be a finite group of exponent n, and XP a
character of G. Then

for all positive k E im 03BBQ(~03C1)(n).
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REMARK: If X, takes its values in 0 then 03C8k~03C1 = X, for all positive k
prime to the exponent of G; in other words, one has the well-known
fact that XP(gk) = ~03C1(g) for all g E G and all k prime to the exponent
of G.

2. The Galois group of the cyclotomic extensions

2.1: In order to apply Theorem 1.2 to Chern classes of represen-
tations with character values in the subfield K C C we need more

precise information on im ÀK(n) ; i.e., on the Galois group Gal(Kn/K).
It will be sufficient to provide such information for prime powers
n = p03B2 only.

It is convenient to use the following notation, already introduced in
f41 :

and, for an odd prime p,

Moreover we write, for any integer n &#x3E; 0, ~K(n) for the degree of Kn
over K (~Q(n) = 0(n), the Euler function).
For an odd prime p, Gal(Kp03B2/K) being isomorphic to a subgroup of

the cyclic group (Z/p03B2Z)* is itself cyclic. If i3 - 03B3K(p), then Kp03B2 = Kp
and Gal(Kp03B2/K) is cyclic of order ~K(p). If J3 ~ 03B3K(p) = 03B3, the order

of Gal(Kp03B2/K) is ~K(p)p03B2-03B3. We summarize, using the symbol Cm for
the cyclic group of order m.

THEOREM 2.1: Let K ~C be a subfield, p an odd prime, and write

’Y = 03B3K(p), ~ = ~K(p). Then

2.2: For p = 2 the situation is more complicated due to the fact that
Gal(Q203B2/Q) = (Z/2f3Z)* is not cyclic for 03B2 &#x3E; 2.

The restriction map Gal(K203B2/K)~Gal(Q203B2/Q) is injective, the image
being Gal(Q203B2/K ~ Q203B2). We thus have to look closer at the subgroups
of Gal(Q203B2/Q) ~ C2 x C203B2--2 for f3 2: 3, and at the corresponding fixed
fields L C 020-
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LEMMA 2.2: Let L be a subfield of 0213. Then Gal(0213/ L) is cyclic
if and only if L is not contained in the maximal real subfield
a(e2 + C-2) = Q(cos 7T!2f3-2) o f 0213-1 where C = C2’8-

PROOF: We consider 03B2 ~ 3. In the diagram of field extensions

the group Gal(Q203B2/Q(03B62 + 03B6-2)) is ~ C2 X C2, generated by 03B6 ~ - 03B6 and
C - 03B6-1; it is a subgroup of all further Gal(Q203B2/Q(03B62j + 03B6-2j)) which thus
are non-cyclic. Conversely, any non-cyclic subgroup of Gal(020/0)
has one of the a(C2j + 03B6-2j) as fixed field, contained in Q(03B62 + 03B6-2) =
Q(cos 03C0/203B2-2).

COROLLARY 2.3: Gal(Q203B2/L) is cyclic if and only if Gal(Q203B2+1/L) is
cyclic or ~ C2 X C2.

PROOF: The if-part is obvious, Gal(Q203B2/L) being a factor group of
Gal(Q203B2+1/L).

For the converse, we may take f3 ~ 3. Assume that Gal(020/L) is
cyclic, hence L is none of the Q(03B62j + 03B6-2j); and that Gal(020+,/L) is
not cyclic and thus L is contained in O(C + e-’) - note that 03B6 = 03BE203B2 =
03B62203B2+1. Then L must be = Q(03B6 + e-’), whence Gal(Q203B2+1/L) ~ C2 x C2.

2.3: Let now K C C be a subfield with y = yK(2)  00. By definition

K203B3+1 = K4 and K2y+2 = Kg. Clearly |Gal(K03B3+1/K)| = 1 if -1 E K, = 2 if
-1 ~ K; and |Gal(K03B3+2/K)| = 2 if y-tEK, = 4 if -1 ~ K.
Moreover |Gal(K203B2/K)| for 03B2 ~ y + 2 is = 203B2-03B3-1 if -1 E K, = 210-’y if
Y -1 e K. If -1 ~ K these groups are all cyclic; if -1 ~ K they
may be cyclic or not, as follows.

If f3 ~ y + 2, K20+1 has degree 2 over K203B2. We assume that

Gal(K203B2/K) ~ Gal(Q203B2/K ~ Q203B2) is cyclic and consider the inclusion of
index 2

Gal(Q203B2+1/K ~ Q203B2+1) C Gal(Q203B2+1/K rl Q203B2),

the latter group being cyclic or ~ C2  C2. Hence the first group,

isomorphic to Gal(K203B2+1/K), is cyclic. Thus Gal(K203B2+1/K) is cyclic if
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Gal(K203B2/K) is and, of course, vice-versa. It follows that Gal(K203B2/K) is
cyclic for all 03B2 ~ 1 if and only if Gal(K203B3+2/K) = Gal(Kg/K) is C4,
non-cyclic for all 03B2 ~ y + 2 if and only if Gal(K203B3+2/K) = Gal(K8/K) is
C2 x C2. By Lemma 2.2 the alternative depends on K ~Q203B3+2 not being
contained, or being contained in 0(cos 03C0/203B3). We summarize:

THEOREM 2.4: Let K C C be a subfield with y = yK(2)  00, and
13 a y + 2. The Galois group Gal(K203B2/K) is

Thus the exponent of Gal(K2fJ/ K) is 213-’Y-l in case (a) and (c), 213-’Y in
case (b).
We introduce the following terminology.

DEFINITION 2.5: A subfield K C C is exceptional*) if y = yK(2)  oc
and Gal(K2fJ/K) is cyclic for all 03B2 ~ 1.

Clearly any subfield L C C with y  oo containing -1 is excep-
tional. If -1 ~ and y = yK(2)  oo then K is exceptional if and

only if Gal(K2Y+2/ K) is cyclic (i.e., K ~ 021’+2 iL. 0(cos 03C0/203B3)).

COROLLARY 2.6: If K c C is a formally real field (i.e., -1 is not a
sum of squares in K) then K is not exceptional.

PROOF: We may assume y = yK(2)  00. Let j : K ~ R be an embed-
ding. Since yi -1 e j(K), Gal(Q203B3+2/j(K) ~ Q203B3+2) is of order 4, and
hence j(K) n 021’+2 is a real subfield of codimension 4 of Q2r+2; the

only such subfield is 0(cos 03C0/203B3). Thus Gal(K2’12/K)
Gal(02112/j(K) n 021’+2) is C2 x C2.

COROLLARY 2.7: Among the quadratic number fields only O(Y -1)
and Q(-2) are exceptional.

PROOF: Let K be a quadratic number field and 03B2 &#x3E; 2. Then K fl
02fJ is either 0 or one of the quadratic subfields of 02fJ, i.e., 0(Y2),
O(Y -1) or Q(-2), in which case K is equal to one of these three

*)Our terminology differs from the one used in [12].
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fields. If K ~ 02tJ is 0 or Q(V2) then K is not exceptional (note that
0(Y2) C Q(cos 7T/213-2) for 03B2 &#x3E; 3), while the imaginary cases Q(Y - 1)
and O(V-2) are exceptional.

2.4: From the above results on Gal(Kn/K) for n = pa the values of
the integers k E im 03BBK(p03B2) can easily be described.

Case p = odd prime: We write y = -YK(P), 0 = CPK(P). If 03B2 ~ y, then
Gal(Kp03B2/K) is cyclic of order ~ and so is its image under 03BBK(p03B2) in
the cyclic group (Z/p03B2Z)*; thus im 03BBK(p03B2) consists of those elements
of (Z/p03B2Z)* whose order divides cp.

If 03B2 ~ 03B3, Gal(Kp03B2/K) is cyclic of order ~·p03B2-03B3, and im 03BBK(p03B2)
consists of those elements of (Z/pI3Z)* whose order divides ~p03B2-03B3. In
other words, k E im 03BBK(p03B2) if and only if k~p03B2-03B3 ~ 1 mod pl3, i.e., k~ ~
1 mod p’’. We thus have.

THEOREM 2.1’: Let K C C be a subfield, p an odd prime, and write

03B3 = 03B3K(P), ~ = ~K(p). The integers k E im 03BBK(p03B2) are characterized

Case p = 2: If 2 ~ j8 ~ 03B3 + 1 then |Gal(K203B2/K)| = 1 or 2 according to
whether V-1 E K or V -1 e K. In the first case im 03BBK(203B2) is trivial in
(Z/203B2Z)*, i.e. k E im 03BBK(203B2) if and only if k ~ 1 mod 213. In the second
case im 03BBK(203B2) consists of the classes ± 1 mod 203B2, i.e., k E im 03BBK(203B2) if
and only if k = ± 1 mod 213.

If j8 ~ y + 2 and V-1 E K then im 03BBK(203B2) is a subgroup of order
203B2-03B3-1 of the cyclic factor of (Z/203B2Z)* generated by 5 mod 213. Hence
k E im 03BBK(203B2) if and only if k2P-y-t == 1 mod 213, i.e., k = 1 mod 2,y+’. If

(3 ~ y + 2 and -1 ~ K, we have to deal separately with the cases K
exceptional or not:

If K is exceptional, V -1 e K, then im 03BBK(203B2) is a cyclic subgroup
of order 213-1’ of (Z12°Z)* and must contain classes mod 213 which are
~-1 mod 4. Hence k E im ÀK(213) if and only if k203B2-03B3-1 ~ 1 or -1 + 213-1
(note that (3 -y + 2 ~ 3) mod 203B2; i.e., k - 1 or -1 + 2’’ mod 203B3+1.

If K is not exceptional, then im ÀK(2°) is a subgroup ~ C2  C2J3 
of (Z/203B2Z)*; hence k E im ÀK(20) if and only if k203B2-03B3-1 ~ ± 1 mod 213, i.e.,
k ~ ± 1 mod 2’y".
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We thus have

THEOREM 2.4’: Let K C  be a subfield and write y = yK(2). The
integers k E im ÀK(20) are characterized

(a) f or 03B2 ~ 03B3 + 1

(a1) by k - 1 mod 20 if V - ï E K,
(a2) by k ~ ± 1 mod 20 if X/- 1 §É K.

(b) for 03B2 ~ 03B3 + 1
(bl) by k - ± 1 mod 203B3+1 if K is not exceptional,
(b2) by k ~ 1 mod 2r+1 if K is exceptional and -1 E K,
(b3) by k --- 1 or -1 + 2’’ mod 2r+1 if K is exceptional and
V -1 e K.

3. Upper bounds for the order of Chern classes

3.1: Given a representation 03C1:G~GL(C)= U m GLm(C) of the
finite group G, the Chern classes

ci (p) E H2i (G; Z)

are defined as the Chern classes of the associated flat complex vector
bundle e(p) over the classifying space K(G, 1). We write tpkp for the
(equivalence class of) the virtual representation with character 03C8k~03C1 E
R(G). We recall (Proposition 1.1) that if k is prime to the order of G
then Il kp can be represented by an actual representation whose
character is Galois conjugate to Xp. The canonical map from R(G) to
KO(K(G, 1)), the group of stable complex vector bundles over

K(G, 1), is compatible with the If k-operations on R(G) on one side,
and on the bundles on the other.
We now apply to Chern classes the results of the preceding

sections, as follows.

THEOREM 3.1: Let G be a finite group, n a multiple of the exponent
of G.

(a) If OE is any automorphism of C and k a positive integer such that
cr acts on the n-th roots of unity by the k-power map, then, for all
i ~ 0,
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(b) If K C C is a subfield containing ~03C1(G), then the Chern classes
ci(p), i ~ 0, satisfy

for all positive integers k E im ÀK(n).

PROOF: (a) By Proposition 1.1 03C3~03C1 = Xa P 
= tfikXp and hence 03C3*03C1 =

tpkp. By a well-known property of the Chern classes, applied to the
associated bundles, one has

for all i ~ 0, whence the assertion. (b) If X,(G) C K, then tflkXp = X, for
all positive integers k E im 03BBK(n) (Theorem 1.2), hence ci(p) = kici(03C1).
From this one obtains bounds for the order of the Chern classes.

We proceed by doing so first for p-groups.

COROLLARY 3.2: Let G be a finite p -group, and p : G - GLm(C) a
representation whose character XP takes its values in the subfield
K C C. Then the Chern classes ci(p) have the following properties.

Case p odd :

(a) If m ~ 0 mod ~K(p) then ci(03C1) = 0.
(b) If y = yK(p)  ~ then p03B3ici(03C1) = 0 for all i ~ 0.

Case p = 2:

(c) If -1 ~ K then 2ci(p) = 0 for all odd i.

(d) If y = 03B3K(2)  00 then 203B3+1ici(03C1) = 0 for all i ~ 0; and if K is

exceptional with -1 ~ K, one even has 203B3ici(p) = 0 for all i ~ 0.

PROOF: Let p13 be the order of G.

Case p odd: (a) We choose an integer k &#x3E; 0 such that its class

modulo p generates a subgroup of order ~ = ~K(p) of (Z/p13Z)*. By
Theorem 2.1’ we know that k E im ÀK(p13) and thus, by Theorem 3.1,
(k’ - 1)ci(p) = 0 for all i. If i 4 0 mod ~ then k’ - 1 is not divisible by
p; since ci(p) is a p-torsion element, it follows that ci(p) = 0.
For proving (b) we may assume i ~ 0 mod ~ and 03B2 ~ y. We choose

k such that k~ ~ 1 mod p03B3 but ~ 1 mod p "". Again k E im 03BBK(p03B2) and
thus (k’- I)ci(p) = 0. Let pw be the highest power of p in i. Then
k~p03BC ~ 1 mod p03B3+03BC but not mod p03B3+03BC+1; i.e., the highest power of p
which divides k‘ - 1 is precisely p03B3+03BC, and hence p03B3ici(03C1) = 0.
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Case p = 2: (c) If -1 ~ K there exists a k E im ÀK(2f3) such that
k ~ -1 mod 4. Then, for odd i, ki ~ -1 mod 4. Since kici(03C1) = ci(03C1),
2ci(p) is a multiple of 4ci(p) and thus =0, ci(03C1) being 2-torsion.
To prove (d) we may assume (3 ~ y + 1. We choose k ~ 1 mod 2r+1,

but ~ 1 mod 203B3+2 . Then k ~ im 03BBK(203B2) and (ki-1)ci(03C1) = 0. Since the
highest power of 2 dividing k’- 1 is the same as that dividing 2"+’, we
have 2"+’ici(p) = 0. If K is exceptional but -1 ~ K, then there exists
k ~ -1 + 203B3 mod 203B3+1 with k E im ÀK(2f3). Note that necessarily y ~ 2
since y = 1 and -1 ~ K imply K ~ K(4) ~ K (8), thus GaI(K8/K) -
Gal(08/0) which is not cyclic, contradicting the assumption that K be
exceptional. For y a 2 and i even, the highest power of 2 dividing
k’ - 1 = (-1 + 2’’ + s · 2"+’)’ - 1 is the same as that dividing 2’i. There-
fore, in that case, 203B3ici(03C1) = 0.

3.2: In order to deal with the case of arbitrary finite groups and
number fields K we need the following notation.

DEFINITION 3.3: Let K be a number field. We put, for any integer
m &#x3E;0,

EK(m ) = ~cm{n ~ 11m = 0 mod exp(Gal Kn/K)}.

For any natural number n we will write np for its p-primary factor.
Note that the p-primary part of ÉK(m) is

(*) ÉK(m )p = max{p03B1|m ~ 0 mod exp Gal(Kp03B1/K)}.

Indeed, ÉK(m) is clearly a multiple of the right-hand side. Conversely,
if p03B1 devides EK(m) then there is an n = p03B1q such that m =

0 mod exp Gal(Kp«,/K) which is a multiple of exp Gal(Kpa/K), and
hence m ~ 0 mod exp Gal(Kpa/K).

PROPOSITION 3.4: The p-primary part of EK(m) is as follows, in

terms of the invariants yK(p) and ~K(p):

(a) If p is odd and m = 0 mod cPK(P), then EK(m)p = p03B3K(p)mp.
(b) If p is odd and m ~ 0 mod cPK(P), then ÉK(m)p = 1.
(c) p = 2: For odd m, ÉK(m)2 = 2 if -1 ~ K and EK(n)2 = 203B3K(2)+1

if -1 ~ K. 
(d) p = 2: For even m, ÈK(M)2 = 21’K(2)+lm2 if V- 1 E K or if K is

not exceptional; and ÉK(M)2 = 203B3K(2) m2 if yi -1 e K and K exceptional.
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PROOF: Case p odd. Here exp Gal(Kp03B1/K) = |Gal(Kp03B1/K)| =
~K(p)p03B1-03B3K(p) f or 03B1 ~ -YK (P), and = ~K(p) f or 03B1 ~ 03B3K(p). If m ~

0 mod ~K(p) this integer divides m if p" = p03B3K(p)mp, but not f or higher
powers a of p, hence (a). If m ~ 0 mod ~K(p) then only a = 0 will do
and ÉK(m)p = 1.

Case p = 2: Since Gal(K2/K) = 1, ÉK(m) is even for all m. If m is
odd and yi -1 e K, |Gal(K4/K)| = 2 does not divide m nor does

exp Gal(K2a/K) for any 03B1 ~ 2, hence EK(m)2 = 2. If m is odd and

yi -1 E K, then exp Gal(K2«/K) is = 1 for 03B1 ~ yK(2) + 1 and thus

divides m, but not for higher powers a of 2; hence EK(m)2 = 203B3K(2)+1.
If m is even and yi -1 E K or K not exceptional, then

exp Gal(K203B1/K) = 2a-y-l for a * y + 2 (cf. Theorem 2.4) divides m for
2" = 203B3+1m2 but not for higher powers a of 2, hence ÉK(m)2 = 203B3+1m2
(y = yK(2)). Finally, if m is even and yi -1 e K, K exceptional, we
have exp Gal(K2«/K) = 2"-’’ for 03B1 ~ y + 2 and obtain ÉK(m)2 = 203B3m2.

REMARK 3.5: If K G C is not assumed to be a number field, EK(m)p
can be defined by the above formula (*), and Proposition 3.4 still

holds (with EK(m)p = ~ if m - 0 mod §K(p) and 03B3K(p) = ~).

3.3: Let now G be an arbitrary finite group, 03C1:G ~ GL(C) a

representation with XP(G) C K ~ . By naturality of the Chern clas-
ses, and since the restriction of H 2i (G; Z) to any p-Sylow subgroup of
G is injective on the p-torsion subgroup of H 2i (G; Z), the p-primary
part of ci(p) fulfills the statements of Corollary 3.2 for any prime
(y = yK(p)). By virtue of Proposition 3.4 this means that it is anni-
hilated by ÉK(i)P. If K is a number field, ÉK(i) is defined, and it

follows that ÈK(i)ci(p) = 0, for all i - 1:

THEOREM 3.6: Let K C C be a number field, G a finite group, and
p : G ~ GL(C) a representation whose character XP takes its values in
K. Then the Chem classes ci(p), i ~ 1, fulfill

ÉK(i)Ci(P) = 0.

We note that Ék(i)p agrees with the bound for the order of the
p-torsion Grothendieck-Chern classes [7] obtained from Galois
invariance - as it must be the case in view of Grothendieck’s com-

parison theorem.

3.4: According to Theorem 3.6 EK(i) is a universal bound for the
order of the i-th Chern class c;(p), for all finite groups G and all
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representations p : G - GL(C) which are defined over the number
field K. We will denote by EK(i) the "best universal bound" in this
sense; i.e., EK(i) is the minimum of all positive integers n such that
nci(p) = 0 for all finite groups and all K-representations. Obviously
EK(i) divides ËK(0. A lower bound for EK(i) is easily obtained by
looking at finite cyclic groups as follows (the argument essentially
occurs in Soulé [12] or in Eckmann-Mislin [4] and is given here for
completeness). We write Cn for the cyclic group of order n.

PROPOSITION 3.7: Let K C cC be a subfield and i ~ 0 mod ~K(n),
i &#x3E; 0. There exists a representation p of Cn over K whose Chern class
ci(p) has order n.

PROOF: Let X be a faithful C-irreducible character of Cn. Then

03A303C303C3~, the sum extended over all o- E Gal(K(n)/K), is the character of
a representation of Cn over K, of degree ~K(n) = j. Its Chern class

cj(03A303C3~) = 03A0c1(03C3~) E H2j (Cn; Z) - Z/n Z has order n, since all 03C3~ are

faithful and thus have Chern class c1(03C3~) E H2(Cn; Z) of order n. By
assumption i = kj; the representation p with character k03A303C3~ is real-

izable over K, and its top Chern class ci(03C1) E H2i(Cn ; Z) has order n.
If, for a prime p, 03B3K(p) = ~ and i = 0 mod ~K(p) it follows that for

any a ~ 1 there exists a representation p of Cpa over K such that the
Chern class ci(03C1) has order p" (since ~K(p03B1) = ~K(p)). Thus there is,
in that case, no universal bound for the order of the p-primary part of
ci(p). If 03B3K(p)  ~, in particular for number fields, we have seen that
such universal bounds do exist, namely ÉK(i)p for any i. From

Proposition 3.7 one immediately gets a lower estimate for the p-
primary part of the best universal bound EK(i). We use the following
notation.

DEFINITION 3.8: For a number field K C C and an integer m &#x3E; 0 we

put

EK(m) = tcmln 1|m ~ 0 mod ~K(n)}.

The p-primary part is EK(m)p = max{p03B1|m ~ 0 mod ~K(p03B1)}, and
this may serve as a definition if K C C is an arbitrary field with

yK(p)  ~. We obviously have

and
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If p is odd, ~K(p03B1) = IGal(KpafK)1 = exp Gal(Kp03B1/K) and hence

EK(m)p = ÉK(m)p. If p = 2, EK(m)2 and ÉK(M)2 differ at most by a
factor 2; more precisely

PROPOSITION 3.9: Let K C C be a subfield with 03B3K(2)  00. Then

(a) If K is exceptional or m odd, EK(m)2 = ÉK(M)2,
(b) If K is not exceptional and rn even, EK(m)2 = 1 2EK(m)2.

PROOF: If K is exceptional, Gal(K203B1/K) is cyclic. If m is odd and
K not exceptional, then -1 ~ K and therefore EK (m )2 = EK (m )2 =
2. If m is even and K not exceptional, then EK(M)2 203B3k(2)m2 =
2ÉK(m)2, cf. Proposition 3.4.
For number fields we thus have the result

THEOREM 3.10: Let K ~ C be a number field. The best universal
bound EK(i) for the order of the Chern classes ci(p) of representations
of finite groups over K is either EK(i) or ËK(i). If K is exceptional or if
i is odd, these integers coincide; if K is not exceptional and i even,

they differ by a factor 2.

In the next section we show that in the case EK(2) = !ËK(2) we have
EK(i) = EK(i) if K is formally real, and = ÉK(i) if K is not formally
real.

4. The best universal bound

4.1: We will first discuss Chern classes of representations of

groups of special type, namely the groups C2a (cyclic of order 2’), D2«
(dihedral of order 203B1), SD2a (semidihedral of order 2" ) and Q2a
(generalized quaternion group of order 2«); for the notation and the
representations of these groups see [3] and [4].

In this section, we write 03C903B1 for 03B62a (a primitive 2"-th root of 1). The
following lemma will play an important rôle.

LEMMA 4.1: Let K C cC be a subfield. If a &#x3E; yK (2), then both the
fields K(03B1+1 +03C9-103B1+1) and K(03C903B1+1-03C9-103B1+1) have degree 2 over K(03C903B1 +
03C9-103B1).
PROOF: We deal with the case of the field K(03C903B1+1 + 03C9-103B1+1), the case

of K(03C903B1+1 - 03C9-103B1+1) being entirely analogous.
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We consider the inclusion diagram

The degree of K(03C903B1+1 + 03C9-103B1+1) over K(03C903B1 + 03C9-103B1) is at most 2 and

K(03C903B1+1) has degree 2 over K(lùa) for a &#x3E; 03B3K(2) (cf. [4]). It thus
suffices to show that K(03C903B1) = K(03C903B1 + 03C9-103B1) implies K(03C903B1+1) =
K(03C903B1+1 + 03C9-103B1+1). But, since -1 ~ K(03C903B1), K(03C903B1) = K(03C903B1 + 03C9-103B1) im-

plies K(03C903B1+1 + 03C9-103B1+1) = K(03C903B1+1 + 03C9-103B1+1) (V-1) = K(03C903B1+1).

PROPOSITION 4.2: Let G denote one of the groups C2cx, D2cx or SD2a
f or some a, and let K G C be a number field. If p : G - GL(C) is a
representation with ~03C1(G) C K, then the Chern classes of p satisf y, f or
all i &#x3E; 0,

PROOF: Since the Schur index sK(XP) is = 1 for any representation
of a group of type C2a, D203B1 or SD2-, the assumption y,(G) C K implies
that p is equivalent to a K-representation. We will first consider the
case where Xp is K-irreducible, i.e. Xp = 03A303C3~ for some C-irreducible
character X, 0" ranging over Gal(K(X)/K). It suffices to consider the
case K not exceptional and i even, since in all other cases J5K(i) ==
ÉK(i) (cf. Theorem 3.10). Hence, in view of Proposition 3.9, the

assertion of the proposition will follow if we can show that 203B3iCi(03C1) = 0
(y = yK(2)). We may furthermore assume p to be faithful, since any
quotient of one of the groups in question is again of type C203B2, D203B2 or

SD213.

(1) The case G = C2a. If a S y + 1 then 2’’rncm(p) = 0 for m even
since H2m(C203B1; Z) has order 2". If a &#x3E; y + 1, we restrict p to H C G,
the subgroup of index 2. We may assume inductively that 2’Yjcj(pIH) ==
0 for all j &#x3E; 0. Let tr : H2m (H ; Z) ~ H2m (G; Z) denote the transfer map.
Then 2cm(p) = tr cm(p JH). We claim that p JH, is of the form T EB ’T for
some K-representation T of H. Indeed, if Xp = 03A303C3~, 03C3, E Gal(K(X)/K),
then ~03C1 | H = 03A303C3~|H, and since K(~) = K(03C903B1) has degree 2 over

K(~|H) = K(03C903B1-1) for a &#x3E; y + 1 we see that the kernel of the restric-

tion map Gal(K(~)/K)~Gal(K(~|H)/K) has order 2; it follows that

XP IH is of the form XT + ~03C4 for some K-representation T.
For an even m we thus have
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By induction we may assume

and 2y-lmcm/2(T) = 0 (note that for i odd, 2ci(03C4) = 0 since -1 ~ K).
Thus

(2) The case G = D2... Let X, = 03A303C3~, where X is C-irreducible and
faithful, o, E Gal(K(X)/K) = Gal(K(03C903B1-1 + 03C9-103B1-1)/K). It suffices to

consider the case m even. If as y + 2, then 2’’mcm(p) = 0 since

203B1-1H2m(D203B1; Z) = 0 for m &#x3E; 0. If a &#x3E; y + 2, the kernel of the restric-
tion map Gal(K(03C903B1-1 + 03C9-103B1-1/K) ~ Gal(K(03C903B1-2 + 03C9-103B1-2)/K) is of order 2
(cf. Lemma 4.1). Hence, if we restrict X, to D2«-i C D2«, we infer that

XplD2u-t is of the form ~03C4 + ~03C4 for some K-representation T of D2«-l.
By the argument used in 1), this implies that 2’’mcm(p) = 0.

(3) The case G = SD2«. The argument is very similar. One restricts

xp to D2..-, C SD2a and notes that the kernel of the restriction map
Gal(K(03C903B1-1 - 03C9-103B1-1)/K) ~ Gal(K(03C903B1-2 + 03C9-103B1-2)/K) has order 2 if a &#x3E;

y+2.
This settles the case of an irreducible p. If p = À ~ 03C4 with À and T

K-representations of degree smaller than the degree of p, then we
assume by induction that the proposition holds for À and T. Hence

and the proof of the proposition is completed.

4.2: The Chern classes of representations X of Q2a are harder to
compute, due to the fact that the Schur index sK(~) may be = 1 or
2. The following two lemmas are well known (cf. [8, Chapter 10]).

LEMMA 4.3: Let K C C be a subfield and let X be the faithful
C-irreducible character of Qg. Then SK(X) = 1 if and only if -1 is a

sum of two squares in K.
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LEMMA 4.4: Let K C C be a subfield and X a C-irreducible charac-
ter of the finite group G. If H C G is a subgroup such that XIH is
C-irreducible, then SK(X) divides SK(XIH).

The following corollary is a straightforward consequence.

COROLLARY 4.5: Under the hypotheses of Lemma 4.4 one has

always sK(~)(~) = SK(X)(XIH).

PROOF: Since sK(~) · ~ and thus sK(~) · ~|H are characters of

representations defined over K(X), we infer that SK(~)(~|H) must
divide sx(X) = sK(~)(~). Therefore, sK(~)(~) = sK(~)(~ JH) by the previous
Lemma.

PROPOSITION 4.6: Let X denote a C-irreducible faithful character of
Q2« for some 03B1 ~ 3, and let K C C be a subfield. Then SK(X) = 1 if and
only if -1 is a sum of two squares in K(Wa-l + 03C9-103B1-1).

PROOF: From the classification of characters of Q2a (see e.g. [3])
one sees that X 1 Q8 is C-irreducible and faithful on Qs C Q2°. Hence
SK(x)(X) = sK(~)(~|Q8) and the assertion follows from Lemma 4.3, not-
ing that K(X) = K(03C903B1-1 + 03C9-103B1-1).

Let K be a number field. If K is formally real then -1 is not a sum
of two squares in K. If K is not formally real then -1 is a sum of two
or four squares in K by Siegel’s Theorem; the following criterion
permits to determine whether -1 is a sum of 2 squares or not (cf. [ 11,
Chapter 11]).

We write K(p) for the completion of K at the prime ideal p.

LEMMA 4.7: Let K be a number field which is not formally real.
Then -1 is a sum of two squares in K if and only if for every prime
ideal p of K dividing 2 the degree (K(p): Q(2)) is even.

COROLLARY 4.8: If K is a number field which is not formally real,
then -1 is a sum of 2 squares in K(V-2).

PROOF: Let p be a prime ideal of K(X/2) which divides 2. Then
(K (Y2)(p): Q(2)) is even since it is divisible by (0(2)(B12): Q(2)) = 2.

COROLLARY 4.9: If K is a number field which is not formally real,
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then SK(X) = 1 for every C-irreducible faithful character X of Q2a,
-4.

PROOF: Note that K(~) = K(03C903B1-1 + 03C9-103B1-1) ~ K(03C93+03C9-13) = K(2)
and -1 is a sum of two squares in K(X/2). Therefore SK(X) = 1 by
Proposition 4.6.

4.3: We can now proceed to the discussion of the Chern classes of
representations of Q2«. First we need

LEMMA 4.10: Suppose K C C is not exceptional and ex &#x3E; y + 1,
(y = yK(2)). Then Gal(K(w,,, + 03C9-103B1)/K) is cyclic of order 203B1-03B3-1.

PROOF: We have already seen that Gal(K(03C903B1)/K) is (non-cyclic) of
order 2«-l (Theorem 2.4). From the embedding Gal(K(03C903B1 + 03C9-103B1)/K) ~
Gal(Q(wa + 03C9-103B1)/Q) ~ C2a-2 we infer that Gal(K(wa + 03C9-103B1)/K) is cyclic
of order 203B1-03B3-1.

PROPOSITION 4.11: Let K ~ C be a number field which is not

exceptional and let y = yK(2). Then the following holds.

(a) If K is formally real, then for every K-representation p : Q203B1 ~
GL(K) the Chern classes satisfy EK(i)ci(03C1) = 0 for all i &#x3E; 0.

(b) If K is not formally real, there exists for every even i &#x3E; 0 an a

and a K-representation p : Q203B1 ~ GL(K) such that ci(p) has maximal
possible order ÉK(i)2 = 2EK(i)2 = 203B3+1i2.

PROOF: (a) It succès to consider the case of a faithful and irre-
ducible p (a proper quotient of Q2a is of type D213 and the assertion
follows from Proposition 4.2 if p factors through a dihedral group).
Therefore ~03C1 = sK(~)03A303C3~ = 203A303C3~ = 0 + 8 where 8 is a character of

Q2a with O(G) C K. By Theorem 3.6 we infer EK(j)cj(8) = 0 for j &#x3E; 0.

For j even, one has ÉK(j) = 2EK(j) since K is not exceptional. Hence,
for m even

This settles the case for m even. For m odd, EK(m) = EK(m) and
therefore EK(m)cm(p) = 0.
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(b) Let X denote a C-irreducible and faithful character of Q203B3+03B4+1,
8 &#x3E; 1. Then ip == ¿ O"x, 0" E Gal(K(wa+8 + 03C9-103B1+03B4)/K), is the character of a
K-representation (SK(X) = 1 by Corollary 4.9). By Lemma 4.10,
Gal(K(03C903B3+03B4+03C9-103B3+03B4)/K) has order 28-1 and therefore tp is of degree
~(1)203B4-1 == 2". Since c2(03C3~) E H4(Q203B3+03B4+1; Z) is a generator for every o-,

it follows that C203B4(03C8) has maximal order 203B3+03B4+1 = ËK(28)2. If m = 203B2t
with t odd and j3 &#x3E; 1, we chose 6 = (3 and we take for p the

representation with character t03C8; the order of cm(p) is then 203B3+03B2+1 =

ÉK(m )2. This settles (b) for all m with m2 &#x3E; 2. In case m2 = 2 we first
construct Ji as above with 6=2 and obtain a representation with
c4(Ç) of order ÉK(4)2 = 21’+3; we claim that C2(tf¡) has (maximal) order
203B3+2 = EK(2)2 : Since tp = ~ + 03C3~ one has

Moreover c2(~) and c2(03C3~) have both order 2,,+3 = |Q203B3+3| and 2ci(x) =
0 since H2(Q203B3+3; Z) = C2  C2. From Theorem 3.1 we infer that

c2(03C3~) = (2k + 1)2c2(X) for some integer k and hence 203B3+1c2(03C3~) =
203B3+1c2(~). It follows that 203B3+1c2(03C8) = 2 . 203B3+1c2(~) ~ 0 and therefore

C2( tf¡) has order 2,,+2. More generally, if m = 2t with t odd, then Cm (ttf¡)
has order EK(m)2 = 203B3+2, which completes the proof of (b).

4.4: From the computations of Chern classes of representations of
groups of special type one may now pass to arbitrary finite groups, by
the method used to prove Theorem 4.2 of [3], making use of Theorem
1.3 of [3]. Then Theorem 3.10 together with Propositions 4.2 and
4.11 imply the following main theorem.

MAIN THEOREM 4.12: Let K C C be a number field and p : G ~

GL(K) a K-representation of the finite group G. Then the best

universal bound EK(i) for the order of the i-th Chern class ci(p) E
H 2i (G; Z), i &#x3E; 0, is given by

EK (i) = 
EK(i), if K is f ormally real,

EK(i), if K is not formally real.
Recall that EK(m) = ÉK(m) if m is odd and EK(m) = 2ÉK(m) if m is

even and K not exceptional (e.g., K formally real). We obtain thus

EK(m) = {
1 2EK(m), if m is even and K formally real
ÉK(m), in all other cases.

Using Proposition 3.4 we may deduce.
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COROLLARY 4.13: In terms of the invariants yK(p) and ~K(p) the

p-primary component of EK(m) is as follows.

(a) If p is odd and m - 0 mod ~K(p) then EK(m)p = p03B3K(p)mp.
(b) If p is odd and m ~ 0 mod OK(P) then EK(m)p = 1. 

03B3K(2)+1 if(c) For odd m, EK(m)2 = 2 if -1 ~ K and EK(m)2 = 203B3K(2)+1 if

(d) For even m, EK(m)2 = 2’YK(2)+lm2 if ’B/- 1 E K or if K is neither
exceptional nor formally real ; EK(m)2 = 2’YK(2)m2 if K is formally real, or
if -1 ~ K and K exceptional.

5. Applications to the cohomology of arithmetic groups

5.1: Let K C C be a number field with O = O (K) ~ K its ring of
algebraic integers. We consider the usual inclusion maps

GLn(O(K)) C GL(O(K)) C GL(C) and write ci(t) E H2i(GL(O); Z)
(ci (C, n) E H2i(GLn(O); Z), respectively) for the universal Chern clas-
ses. By the results of Grothendieck [7], the classes ci(O, n) are torsion
classes and their p-primary orders are bounded by ÉK(i)p (see also
Section 2).
Using the stability of the cohomology of GLn(6) (cf. [2]) one thus

has

LEMMA 5.1: EK(i)ci(O) = 0 for all m &#x3E; 0.

The universal bounds EK(i) for the orders of Chern classes of
K-representations of finite groups may be used to obtain lower
estimates for the order of ci(C). This will become clear from the
following proposition.

PROPOSITION 5.2: Let p : G ~ GLn(K) be a K-representation of the
finite group G, where K C C denotes a number field. If n : GLn(K) C
GLn+l(K) denotes the standard inclusion, then tnp is equivalent to a
representation which factors through GLn+1(O(K)) ~ GLn+1(K); in

particular

ci(03C1) = f*ci(O) ~ H2i(G; Z)

for some f : G - GL( 0).

PROOF: Let V denote the representation module of p and let

{v1, ..., vn} be a K-basis for V. Then the C(K)-module M C V
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generated by {gvi|1 ~ i ~ n, g ~ G} is a finitely generated 6(K)-pro-
jective module (gl. dim 6(K) = 1). Since 6(K) is a Dedekind domain,
we can find an O(K)-projective module N of rank one such that
M@N is O(K)-free. If we consider N as a trivial G-module then

(M ~ N) ~OK defines a representation of G equivalent to inp, and

the constructed representation is by matrices with entries in 6(K)
with respect to a suitable basis.

Since EK(i) and EK(1) differ by at most a factor two, we infer the
following.

THEOREM 5.3: The order of ci(C) E H 2i (GL(C); Z), i &#x3E; 0, is either

EK(i) or ÉK(i)- If i is odd or if K is not formally real then the order is
EK(i).

6. Remarks on the value of the bounds EK(m) for

quadratic number fields

6.1: We have seen in [3] that one can express EQ(m) for even m as
denominator of Bm/m, Bm the m-th Bernoulli number. The more

general numbers EK(m) differ only little from ED(m). In particular
one has (we write Qp~ for U Qpn)

LEMMA 6.1: If K C C is any number field and p a prime such that
K rl Op- = 0, then for all m :

(a) Ex(m)p = Ea(m)p if p is odd.
(b) In case p = 2, Ex(m)2 = ED(m)2 (2ED(m)2) if K is formally real

or if m is odd (if K is not formally real and m even, respectively).

PROOF: If K n Opoo = 0 then K ~QQp03B2 = Kp03B2 for all /3. Therefore
03B3K(p) = 03B3Q(p) and ~K(p) = ~Q(p). Hence (a) follows directly from the
Main Theorem 4.12 and (b) follows by noting that K n 0200 = 0
implies that K is not exceptional.

REMARK 6.2: The hypotheses of Lemma 6.1 are fulfilled if p is a

prime which does not divide the discriminant d(K) of K. This follows
from the fact that p is the only prime which divides the discriminant
d(Qp03B2), and that K and Opl3 are linearly disjoint if (p, d(K)) = 1.

6.2: If K is a quadratic number field, then K ~ Qp- is either K or
Q. We recall the structure of the quadratic subfields of Qp03B2.
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LEMMA 6.3: Let p denote a prime number. Then

(a) If p is odd, Qp~ has a unique quadratic subfield, which is

Q(p) if p = 1(4), and Q(-p) if p = 3(4).
(b) If p = 2 then Opoo has precisely three quadratic subfields, namely

O(Y -1), CXx/2) and Q(-2).

PROOF: Let p be an odd prime. Then Gal(OPP/0), f3 ~ 1, has a unique
subgroup of index 2 and therefore Qp~ has a unique quadratic
subfield. It is well known that (-1)p-1/2p E 0, and hence (a). The
proof of (b) is similar. One notes that Gal(Q203B2/Q) has precisely 3
subgroups of index 2 if 03B2 ~ 3.

If K is a quadratic number field, then K = Q(D) with D ~ 1 a
square-free integer; if D &#x3E; 0 then K is formally real (K is a "real

quadratic number field") and if D  0 then K is not formally real (K
is an "imaginary quadratic number field"). Note also that the only
quadratic number fields which are exceptional are O(Y -1) and
O(Y - 2) (Corollary 2.7).

THEOREM 6.4: Let K be a quadratic number field which is different
from any of the following list :

Then

EK (m) = EQ(m),if 
K is real quadratic or m odd,

2Ea(m), if K is imaginary quadratic and m even.

PROOF: We have K n Qp~ = Q for all primes p. The assertion thus
follows from Lemma 6.1.

It is easy to compute EK(m) for the quadratic fields not included
in Theorem 6.4. One has only to notice that ~K(p) = (p-1)/2 and

yK(p) = 1 if K = Q((-1)p-1/2p), p an odd prime; and that for

O(v’ -1) (0(v’2) or Q(V-2)) one has 03B3K(2) = 1 (yK(2) = 2, respec-
tively). One thus obtains, using Corollary 4.13

Case K = Q(-1): (K exceptional)
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Case K = Q(-2): (K exceptional)

EK(m) = {2 , if m is odd,
if m is even.

Case K = Q(2): (K not exceptional)

EK (M) 2 , if m is odd,
l2EQ(m), if m is even.

Case K = Q(-p), p = 3(4) : (d(K) = -p)

2 , if m is odd and 2m ~ 0 (p - 1),
EK(m) = 2pmp , if m is odd and 2m = 0 (p - 1),

2Eo(m), if m is even.

Case K = Q(p), p ~ 1(4): (d(K) = p)

2 , if m is odd,
EK(m) = EQ(m), if m = 0 (p - 1),

EQ(m)pmp, if 2m --- 0 (p - 1) and m e 0 (p - 1).

We can combine these results with Theorem 5.3 to obtain precise
orders of universal Chern classes for certain fields, including all

imaginary quadratic number fields.
These precise orders improve those given by Ch. Thomas [13].

THEOREM 6.5: Let K be a quadratic number field with ring of integers
6CK.

Then

(a) If m is odd, the order of cm(O) is 2, with the following exceptions

(a), If K = Q(Y -1), C2~+1(O) has order 4 for all ~.
(a)2 If K = Q(-p) p a prime =3(4) and 2m ~ 0 (p - 1), then cm(Ù)

has order 2pmp.

(b) If m is even ~ 0 and K is imaginary quadratic, then cm(O) has
order 2EQ(m) = den(Bm/2m).
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